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Australia Travel Declaration 
 

   

The Australia Government requires all travellers to Australia to provide 

information to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. To enable this, the 

Australian Government introduced the Australia Travel Declaration for selected 

travellers to Australia on 4 November 2020.  

 

From 9 December 2020, all travellers to Australia should complete the 

Australia Travel Declaration before they fly to Australia. 

 

The Australia Travel Declaration form collects information from travellers 



before departure to Australia. The information collected includes their flight 

details, quarantine requirements (if required), health status and contact 

details. This information helps the Australian Government determine 

quarantine arrangements and also allows the relevant health departments to 

contact a traveller if someone they were in contact with during their flight tests 

positive for COVID-19. 

 

Travellers should complete the Australia Travel Declaration and need to be 

aware of the following: 

 

 Information about the Australia Travel Declaration and a link to the 

declaration is available on the Home Affairs website 

 The Department has authorised a third party to collect the Australia 

Travel Declaration information its behalf. Travellers will be redirected 

from the Home Affairs website to an external Australia Travel 

Declaration page. Once they have submitted their declaration, they will 

receive a confirmation email from ‘AU- Health Aero no-

reply@health.aero’ 

 They should complete the Australia Travel Declaration a minimum of 72 

hours before their departure for Australia. Please note clients can 

complete their declaration up until departure, but this may cause 

delays on arrival in Australia. 

 If a traveller does not complete the Australia Travel Declaration it may 

result in the traveller not being able to board their flight, and it will 

cause delays when they arrive in Australia. 

 Once they have completed the Australia Travel Declaration, they will 

receive an email with details to be shown (either electronically or 

printed) to airline staff prior to boarding. 

 There are only two groups of travellers that do not need to complete the 

Australia Travel Declaration: Flight crew and Diplomats 

 

For the latest updates on the Australia Travel Declaration please continue to 

check the Home Affairs website 

 

Travellers are still required to ensure they understand all entry requirements 

when coming to Australia. Please ensure the latest official guidance is 

followed.   
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Travellers are still required to ensure they understand all entry requirements 

when coming to Australia. Please ensure the latest official guidance is followed. 
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Shop Emirates 

Celebrate the joy of travel with us and take home a piece of our iconic Emirates 

branded merchandise from the Official Store. 

 

 

   

 

Inflight Entertainment 

Fly better with up to 4,000 channels on our award-winning inflight entertainment 

system, ice. 
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The Emirates Service 

Your comfort comes first when you fly with Emirates. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Shop Emirates 

Celebrate the joy of travel with us and take home a piece of our iconic Emirates branded 

merchandise from the Official Store. 
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Fly better with up to 4,000 channels on our award-winning inflight entertainment system, 

ice. 
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The Emirates Service 

Your comfort comes first when you fly with Emirates. 
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